Citing Multiple Different Sources in APA

Citing Web Materials

Include the information that is available on a website – often websites do not include an author or date which requires different formatting.

References Example:
Barber, D. S. (2004). *Is a pet policy enough? Best practices for inviting pets into your hotel and avoiding litigation.* Retrieved from
http://www.hospitalitynet.org/news//4021445.html

In-Text Paraphrase Example: (Barber, 2004)
In-Text Quote Example: (Barber, 2004, para. 4)

Website no author


Electronic multimedia: YouTube, Photo, Podcast, Video


Films Media Group. (year). *Title in italics* [streaming video]. Retrieved from Films on Demand: url

Electronic copy of a journal article, retrieved from a database

References Example:

In-Text Paraphrase Example: (Bertagnoli, 2004)
In-Text Quote Example: (Bertagnoli, 2004, p. 25)
Journal article with DOI or URL


Online Newspaper article

References Example:

In-Text Paraphrase Example: (Hilts, 1999)
In-Text Quote Example: (Hilts, 1999, p. 2)

Citing Books

Book

References Example:

In-Text Paraphrase Example: (Robbins & Langton, 2004)
In-Text Quote Example: (Robbins & Langton, 2004, p. 56)
Citing Print Journals & Newspapers

Journal article

References Example:


In- Text Paraphrase Example: (Grescoe, 2004)

In- Text Quote Example: (Grescoe, 2004, p. 55)

Journal article—more than seven authors

References Example:


In- Text Paraphrase Example: (Wolchik et al., 2000)

In- Text Quote Example: (Wolchik et al., 2000, p. 854)

Newspaper article—no author

References Example:


In- Text Paraphrase Example: (“New Drug”, 1993)


Automatic Citation Generators

KnightCite Citation Maker
http://www.calvin.edu/library/knightcite/

Note: take care when entering information, in order to generate a correct result; watch your caps and punctuation!